
Recent Vchauffeur Testimonials

Oil & Gas sector -

Major North Sea Operator - senior manager
Mark,

The feedback that I have received is exceptional, your flexibility and ability to offer multiple

vehicles at short notice was very helpful, we have no areas of improvement and thank you for

such great support.

UK Director of a major O&G service company
“After a staff member tested positive for COVID 19 back in July, we had to arrange transport from a
local hotel to another residence to allow for a 14 days isolation period. At the time, no local taxi firm
would undertake the journey for us, so I made contact with Mark and he arranged for the collection
of our employee straight away. The speed and professionalism of the service provided was excellent
and they are now our first contact, if we require any transportation of our staff who test positive for
COVID19”

HR Manager of Drilling company
‘Exceptionally professional service and great to deal with. Very flexible, especially when our chopper
kept being delayed due to weather. I would thoroughly recommend Vchauffeur’.

QHSE Manager of large O&G service provider
“This was the first time we used Vchauffeur. I found both Mark & Peter to be very professional and
responsible. Not only did they provide a great service at very short notice they went beyond our
expectations assisting us with an additional request to collect some equipment prior to transferring
our colleague home. First class service and highly recommend”

Drilling company OIM
“Our vehicle from Vchauffeur arrived promptly and was waiting for us when we arrived.. The driver
was dressed smartly in a suit shirt and tie and was exceptionally professional, polite, helpful and
friendly at all times. The vehicle was of really high quality, spacious and extremely comfortable,
which along with drivers friendly demeanour made the journey very enjoyable. Will use Vchauffeur
again and would highly recommend this company to family, friends and work colleagues. Service is
to a really high standard

HSE DIrector of major drilling company
“On a side note we received outstanding feedback from our guys on the service you provided, they
were well looked after, rode home in style and by consummate professionals so please accept our
sincere thanks for such high quality. Happy to say they are all safe and well and no other issues,
thanks again for everything, outstanding service and you delivered what you promised!”



Drilling company Rig Manager
“Just to let you know that xxxxx has arrived home in Glasgow and the service from Vchauffeur was
first class. At no time did xxxxxx have any contact with anything in or around the vehicle. All ppe
worn throughout and communication from pick up to drop off was excellent. Thanks to Mark and his
team for the support throughout”

Other Testimonials -

December 2020
Vigilant chauffeur services was recommended to me for a covid safe airport transfer. From the first
contact I found Mark to be very efficient and professional. Communication was excellent, the pick up
was on time and Mark went out of his way to help us. I would highly recommend Mark’s chauffeur
service.

November 2020
Where do I begin? So many good things to say about this company. Firstly I would like to say a
massive thank you to Mark and Ronnie for the comfortable ride down to Wales in their luxurious
Mercedes also supplying me with a blanket and pillow (which I was allowed to keep).
Under the circumstances they were so polite and caring throughout the journey, they made it so
comfortable for me travelling down the road.
The Mercedes was immaculate, the drivers were dressed to suit.
I would also like to say that these 2 guys kept me in good spirits with the chatter we had on our drive
down to Wales making the journey a pleasant one.
The journey was planned and carried out to the best of their ability.
I would recommend this company to anyone who would like to travel in comfort and style and having
great drivers to take you on your journey.

October 2020
Fantastic service from start to finish. Excellent communication throughout my booking and journey.
The vehicle arrived on time and was immaculate both inside and out. Mark was very professional
and completed necessary COVID checks which was very reassuring.  The vehicle was clean,
spacious and the seats extremely comfortable. I was relaxed throughout my journey and will
definitely use their services again. I would 100% recommend for someone who wants a professional,
comfortable and seamless service.

October 2020
Good Afternoon Mark
I wanted to take the opportunity to thank you for the chauffeur service you provided to me and my
family to and from the airport for our long awaited holiday.  I have to say that under the current
conditions we were reluctant to use a taxi service and were therefore relieved and delighted when
you and your transport arrived.  Aside from the extreme luxury of the seating (our son is still raving



about that), your attention to detail as far as hygiene is concerned gave us all the reassurance we
could possibly have wanted.

The comfort and peace of mind offered by your service offers very good value for money and I would
have no hesitation in either using your service again personally or recommending it to others, as I
have already done.

Very best wishes with your endeavours.  If at all useful I’d be happy for you to use this
recommendation and my name in any marketing you might carry out. Debbie Mitchell
November 2020
I was provided the details from a local based person in Aberdeen. My booking was that I required my
family to feel safe and secure after a 30-hour journey from Santiago, whilst returning to Aberdeen,
before heading into self-isolation for two weeks, due to government guidelines.

The booking was all done through email - the emails received were very informative about the
current situation in Aberdeen along with a questionnaire about me and the family, nothing too
intrusive, but the type of questions you would expect from a company that is taking the
COVID-19 situation seriously and looking out for their clients.

From the word go, this was an exemplary service!!

Communication – Excellent

Questionnaire – Excellent

Vehicle – A lovely Mercedes, which I received pictures of prior to leaving Chile. The vehicle also
contained the necessary protection in respect of COVID-19; Alcohol Gel, Digital Thermometer
and Protective Screens. Mark also took our temperature before we entered the vehicle.

Driver – Well presented, in Suit, Shirt, Tie and Mask. Great conversation, it turned out we had
mutual contacts, a small world!

Very detailed instructions provided, we all felt safe and secure and I would defiantly recommend
this service!

We understand that it is a newly established Company and we wish them all the best for future
successes!     Steven & Meg.


